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Check all that
apply. If a topic
doesn’t apply to
you, skip it

White/
Caucasian

Black/
African
American

Latino/
Hispanic
American

I am....
The person who
has had the
greatest impact
on my life is...
Most of my
coworkers are...
The people who
live in my home
are...
My immediate
neighbors are...
My best friend is...
Most people in my
immediate
personal
community are...
Most of my
childhood
teachers were...
Most of my adult
mentors/coaches
have been...
My dentist is...
My doctor is...
Most people I
worship with
are...
My favorite
singer/group is...
The characters on
my favorite TV
show are...
In the last movie I
saw most of the
characters were...

Connecting Outside Your Bubble Exercise #1

Native
Hawaiian/
Pacific
Islander

Asian/
Indian

Native
American/
Alaskan Native

LGBTQIA

Heterosexual

Native
English
Speaker

English is
my/their 2nd
language

Other (write in as
needed below)

Cultures/Identities
Try listing all the cultures and identities you have: (Suggestions to get you started. Add as
many as you think describe you.)
What is your:
Are you:
Have you ever been:
Religion
Nationality
Race
Sexual identity
Ethnicity
Occupation
Marital status
Age
Geographic region
High School (STL)

A female
A male
Nonbinary or genderqueer
From an urban area
From a rural area
A parent
A student

Connecting Outside Your Bubble Exercise #2

In the military
Poor
In prison
Wealthy
In the middle class
In the working class

